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We discuss the development of Uncertainty Quantification framework founded upon a
combination of game/decision theory and information based complexity. We suggest that
such a framework could be used not only to guide decisions in presence of epistemic uncertainties and complexity management capabilities constraints but also to automate the
process of discovery in (1) model form uncertainty quantification and design (2) model
reduction (3) the design of fast, robust and scalable numerical solvers. Although these
applications appear dissimilar, they are all based on the efficient processing of incomplete
information with limited computational resources: (1) model form UQ and design require
the management and processing of epistemic uncertainties and limited data (2) model
reduction requires the approximation of the full state of a complex system through operations performed on a few (coarse/reduced) variables (3) fast and robust computation
requires computation with partial information. The core idea of the proposed framework
is to reformulate the process of computing with partial information and limited resources
as that of playing underlying hierarchies of adversarial information games characterizing
the adversarial and nested processing of hierarchies of partial/missing information.

I.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to review and discuss the development of the game the game/decison
theoretic approach to UQ and numerical analysis presented in.15, 16 The proposed approach is built upon
a generalization of Optimal Uncertainty Quantification,17 Von Neumann’s Game Theory,25 Nash’s noncooperative games9, 10 and Wald’s Decision Theory.26
We will discuss the practical applications of this framework to (1) the design of fast, robust and scalable
numerical solvers and the analysis of partial differential equations (2) model form uncertainty quantification
and design (3) model reduction. Although these applications may appear, at first glance, dissimilar, they
are all based on the efficient processing of incomplete information with limited computational resources (i.e.,
complexity management capabilities constraints): (1) fast and robust computation requires computation
with partial information (this concept forms the core of Information Based Complexity24 where it is also
augmented by concepts of contaminated and priced information associated with, for example, truncation
errors and the cost of numerical operations) (2) model form UQ and design require the management and
processing of epistemic uncertainties and limited data (3) model reduction requires the approximation of the
full state of a complex system through operations performed on a few (coarse/reduced) variables. The core
idea of this framework is to guide this process through its reformulation as an adversarial game with respect
to the missing information. For instance, in the model reduction application, this game would oppose Player
I who must choose the full state of the system (in the admissible set defined by what the missing information
could be) and Player II who must approximate that state based on the observed partial information (e.g., the
values of the coarse/reduced variables). In the proposed adversarial game Player I would try to maximize the
approximation error, while Player II would try to minimize it. One aspect of this framework is its application
to the identification of hierarchies of discrete and finite operators enabling the approximation of arbitrary
models/functions by nested hierarchies of discrete and finite (reduced) models/functions acting at different
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levels of complexity (partial information). These concepts are implicitly present in multigrid/multiresolution
methods where a given PDE must be approximated at different levels of complexity (scales) and fast and
accurate operators enabling the exchange of information between successive levels of complexity (scales)
must be identified. An example of application of this framework, that will be discussed, can be found in15
where the problem of finding fast scalable solvers for PDEs with rough coefficients (i.e. those associated
with transport in porous media) is turned into an algorithm by reformulating the underlying process of
discovery as non cooperative hierarchical information games. This application could be seen as part of the
(re)emerging field of statistical approaches to numerical approximation.1–8, 11–14, 19–23, 27, 28

II.

The worst case approach to UQ

As understood in the popular adage, “When in doubt, assume the worst!” the method of reasoning
with “the worst that may befall” offers a rational framework to making decisions under uncertainty. Let us
observe that there are essentially two worst case approaches to UQ. The first one is the Robust Optimization
approach in which u† is an unknown element of an admissible/ambiguity set A, Φ is some quantity of interest
mapping elements u ∈ A onto Φ(u) ∈ R, and one is interested in estimating Φ(u† ). The Robust Optimization
approach (which is essentially a min and max approach and the framework employed in Optimal Uncertainty
Quantification17 ) then seeks to compute best and worst case scenarios corresponding to optimal bounds on
Φ(u† ), i.e.
inf Φ(u) ≤ Φ(u† ) ≤ sup Φ(u)
(1)
u∈A

u∈A

We refer to Subsection A of the appendix for an illustration of the Optimal Uncertainty Quantification
method applied to the seismic safety study of a truss structure.
The second worst case approach is the game theoretic approach illustrated in Figure 1. The problem is
to estimate some quantity of interest Φ(µ† ) depending on an unknown probability distribution µ† based on
the information that µ† belongs to the admissible/ambiguity set A and the observation of d = (d1 , . . . , dn ) ∼
(µ† )n (i.e. n i.i.d. data points sampled from µ† ).
As illustrated in Figure 1 the game theoretic approach provides a rational framework to the problem of
making designing an optimal model or making an optimal prediction. In this approach we have two players
(I and II) in an adversarial game. Player I chooses µ ∈ A and Player II chooses a function θ of the data d (a
model whose value θ(d) against the data provides an estimation of the quantity of interest Φ(µ)) and receives
a loss E(µ, θ) (e.g. a mean squared error, a confidence error or another statistical error). The objective of
Player I is to maximize Player II’s loss and the objective of Player II is to minimize it. Although Player I

Figure 1. The game theoretic approach to finding the reservoir model and incorporating historical data.

can be a real player (e.g. a group of engineers trying to quantify the robustness/confidence of a model that
another group has designed), it can also be a conceptual one used to formalize the process of playing against
one’s lack of information and finding an optimal model.
What are the optimal strategies for such games? A remarkable result of decision theory,26 stemming from
Von Neumann’s Game Theory25 (see also Nash’s non-cooperative games9, 10 is the complete class theorem26
(see Figure 2) which states that optimal strategies are randomized strategies: The best strategy for Player
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I is to play select a candidate for the real system at random by placing a prior probability measure πI on
A and the optimal strategy of Player II lives in the Bayesian class of estimators and obtained by identifying
an optimal prior (as the solution of a minimax problem).

Figure 2. The complete class theorem. Bayesian strategies underestimate risk (the value of the minimax
game), non Bayesian strategies overestimate risk. Optimal strategies are at the interface and obtained by
identifying an optimal prior (obtained as the prior whose statistical loss is maximal in a cooperative game).

III.

Illustration of the proposed approach in a simple numerical
approximation problem.

A proof of concept of the efficacy of the game theoretic framework can be found in15 where the problem
of finding fast scalable solvers for PDEs with rough coefficients is turned into an algorithm by reformulating
the underlying process of discovery as non cooperative hierarchical information games and produces the
fastest known linear solver for PDEs with rough coefficients with a rigorous bound on the complexity.
To illustrate the proposed approach, we will describe here its application to a simple numerical approximation problem. In this application we want to approximate the solution x of the linear system
Ax = b

(2)

where A is a known n × n positive definite matrix and b is an unknown element of Rn . We are given the
information that
Φx = y
(3)
where Φ is a known m × n rank m matrix with m < n and y is a known element of Rm . We also given the
compactness condition
bT Q−1 b ≤ 1
(4)
where Q is a known n × n symmetric positive definite matrix. Observe that since m < n we do not have
sufficient measurements to recover x. Instead the measurements (3) define an ambiguity set or a set of
candidates for x, illustrated in Figure 3 and defined by

A = z ∈ Rn | Φz = y, and |Az|Q−1 ≤ 1
(5)
p
where we have used the notation |b|Q−1 := bT Q−1 b
The classical numerical analysis minimax solution of the problem of recovering x is to approximate x
with the minimizer z ∗ of
min
max kz − z ∗ k .
(6)
∗
z ∈A z∈A

n

where k·k is some norm on R . Evidently the formulation (6) looks like that of an adversarial zero sum game
(illustrated in Figure 3) where Player I chooses z ∈ A and Player II chooses z ∗ ∈ A and the loss of Player
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Figure 3. The ambiguity set and the numerical analysis minimax problem.

Figure 4. A simple adversarial zero sum game.

II is kz − z ∗ k. Observe that the solution z ∗ of (6) is not a saddle point since maxz∈A minz∗ ∈A kz − z ∗ k = 0
and therefore minz∗ ∈A maxz∈A kz − z ∗ k 6= maxz∈A minz∗ ∈A kz − z ∗ k. Why is it important to have a saddle
point? How should we play such a game?
To answer these questions let us consider the simpler deterministic adversarial zero sum game illustrated
in Figure 4. In that game Player I and II both have a red and a blue marble and at the count of three they
show each other a marble. If both are red Player I wins 3 points, if both are blue Player I wins 1 point and if
the colors do not match then Player II wins 2 points (and Player I looses 2 points, i.e. since this is a zero sum
game the loss of Player I is the gain of Player II and viceversa). How should I and II play the game? The
pure strategy answer/solution is for Player I to play red and loose at most 2 (in the worst case) and the pure
strategy solution for Player II is to play blue and loose at most 1. This is essentially the numerical analysis
approach to obtaining a solution and it is easy to see that it is not a saddle point min max 6= max min. On
the other hand, optimal solutions to the repeated game are mixed/randomized strategies and obtained by
lifting the minimax problem to measures of probability over pure strategies. Henceforth, Player II’s optimal
mixed strategy is to play red with probability 3/8 and win exactly 1/8 on average (independently from the
choice of Player I). Player I’s optimal mixed strategy is to play red with probability 3/8 and loose 1/8 on
average (independently from the choice of Player II). This can be seen by computing the average gain of
Player I which, assuming that Player II plays red with probability q and blue with probability 1 − q and
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Player I plays red with probability p and blue with probability 1 − p, is 1 − 3q + p(8q − 3) (which is equal
to −1/8 from q = 3/8 independently from the value of p). Note that these optimal mixed strategies form a
saddle point (min max 6= max min).

Figure 5. Optimal mixed strategy for the numerical approximation problem.

Let us now return to the numerical approximation game, illustrated in Figure 5, in which Player I chooses
b ∈ Rn such that bT Q−1 b ≤ 1 and Player II sees y = Φx and must choose x∗ (to approximate the solution
of Ax = b) and receives the loss kx − x∗ k. Although this is a continuous game as in decision theory under
compactness it can be approximated by a finite game and one identifies an analogous solution. More precisely
to identify an optimal solution one has to lift the minimax to measures, the best strategy for Player I is to
play at random and Player II’s best strategy lives in the Bayesian class of estimators. This simply means
that instead of considering the deterministic linear system (2), Player II should consider the stochastic linear
system
AX = ξ
(7)
obtained by replacing the unknown right hand side b by a centered Gaussian vector ξ of covariance matrix
Q (the distribution of ξ is not arbitrary or a function of Player II’s belief as in Bayesian inference but
the solution of a minimax problem over mixed strategies). Player II’s best bet is then obtained by taking
the expectation of the solution of the stochastic system conditioned on measurements of the deterministic
system, i.e.
x∗ = E[X|ΦX = Φx] .
(8)
Observe that Player II’s recovery error on xi , i.e. |xi − E[Xi |ΦX = Φx]| is unknown and that Player II’s
stochastic error (assuming that Player I is selecting b at random with the same prior distribution) is the
random variable |Xi − E[Xi |ΦX]| with known distribution. And a surprising result15 is that the (optimal)
bound on the unknown deterministic error is the known standard deviation of the stochastic error, i.e.
q 

(9)
|xi − E[Xi |ΦX = Φx]| ≤ E |Xi − E[Xi |ΦX]|2 bT Q−1 b .
Although this application may appear, at first glance, dissimilar to that of model selection, the game theory approach remains the same since these applications are all based on the efficient processing of incomplete
information with limited computational resources (i.e., complexity management capabilities constraints): (1)
fast and robust computation requires computation with partial information (this concept forms the core of
Information Based Complexity24 where it is also augmented by concepts of contaminated and priced information associated with, for example, truncation errors and the cost of numerical operations) (2) model
selection and design requires the management and processing of epistemic uncertainties and limited data
and model reduction requires the approximation of the full state of a complex system through operations
performed on a few (coarse/reduced) variables.

IV.

Application to hierarchical reduced order modelling

Results obtained in15 suggest that concepts at the core of Information Based Complexity11, 18, 24, 27, 28 can
be generalized to the identification of hierarchies of discrete and finite operators enabling the approximation
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of arbitrary models/functions by hierarchies of discrete and finite (reduced) models/functions acting at
different levels of complexity (partial information). These generalized concepts are implicitly present in
multigrid methods where a differential operator must be approximated at different levels of complexity
(scales) and fast and accurate operators enabling the exchange of information between successive levels of
complexity (scales) must be identified.
The core idea of the application of the game theoretic framework to model reduction is to turn the process
of computing with hierarchies of partial information to that of playing hierarchies of adversarial (zero-sum)
games with respect to the missing information.15, 16 To illustrate this idea consider the approximation of a
(k)
map S : G → U (discussed in16 ). Introduce a hierarchy of nested measurement functions Φi : U → R
(k)
(corresponding to a hierarchies of reduced variables characterizing u ∈ U ) such that each Φi is a function of
(k+1)
(Φj
(u))j∈I (k+1) . Write Fk the σ-algebra formed by level k measurements. Then since the measurements
are nested, (Fk )k≥1 is a filtration and E[S(g)|Fk ] is a martingale under that filtration and under the measure
of probability emerging from the adversarial game where Player I chooses g ∈ G and Player II must gamble on
(k+1)
the value of u = S(g) and (Φj
(u))j∈I (k+1) based on level k measurements. E[S(g)|Fk ] is by construction
(k)

the best function of the reduced variables (Φj (g))j∈I (k) approximating S(g) and its convergence (with
respect to the level of complexity k) is naturally ensured by the martingale convergence theorem. As in,15
by reordering measurement functions (reduced variables) into independent
P components (across complexity
levels k) S(g) can be decomposed into uncorrelated components S(g) = k≥1 E[S(g)|Fk+1 ] − E[S(g)|Fk ]
corresponding to a multiresolution decomposition (in complexity) of the operator S.

V.
A.

Appendix

The Optimal Uncertainty Quantification approach to the seismic safety assessment of a
truss structure.

Figure 6. Seismic safety assessment of a truss structure.

An example of the robust optimization worst case approach can in the seismic safety assessment of a
truss structure17 illustrated in Figure 6. In this example we consider the response function F of an electric
tower mapping ground motion acceleration a to the minimum over all members i of the structure of the
difference between the yield strain and the axial strain of member i. Therefore if F (a) then some members
become plastic and the structure fails under the ground motion acceleration F (a) and one is interested in
certifying the probability that the structure fails is smaller than the threshold , i.e. P[F (a) ≤ 0] ≤ .
The major difficulty lies in the fact that the measure of probability P is unknown. One used by seismic
engineers for assessing the probability of failure is the filtered white noise method illustrated in Figure 6.
This method is based on the observation that although different earthquakes have different power spectra,
their mean power spectrum has a known/given shape (typically a Lorentzian function characterizing the
resonant frequency and damping factor of the site where the tower is built). The filtered white noise method
is then to generate white noise and filter in the Fourier domain with that characteristic shape function
(corresponding to the mean power spectrum) and return to the physical domain to obtain a stochastic
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process under which one assesses the safety of the truss structure. The problem with the filtered white noise

Figure 7. The admissible set and vulnerability curves.

method is that, as illustrated in Figure 7, the set A of probability distributions that are compatible with
the given mean power spectrum is an infinite dimension polytope of the set of probability distributions on
A and the filtered white distribution is only one point in that set. The conservative point of view is to
compute a best case and a worst case scenario with respect to all distributions in that set. Although these
are infinite dimensional problems, it is shown in17 that as in linear programming they can be reduced to
finite dimensional optimazation problems by considering finite-dimensional families of extremal scenarios of
A . This reduction then enables us to compute the vulnerability curves illustrated in Figure 7 corresponding
to the minim and maximum probability of failure vs earthquake magnitude. Here one can see that in the
worst case scenario the structure will start failing with an earthquake of magnitude 7.2 and in the best case
scenario the structure starts failure with an earthquake of magnitude 9.4. Moreover for an earthquake of
magnitude 8.5 the optimal bounds on the probability of failure are 0 and 1 and this simply means that the
information contained in the mean power spectrum is not sufficient to improve trivial bounds (i.e. one needs
more information if one wishes to improve those bounds).
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